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ABSTRACT
Cloud platforms that use logical partitions to allocate dedicated resources to VMs can benefit from small and therefore
secure hypervisors. Many-core platforms, with their abundant resources, are an attractive basis to create and deploy
logical partitions on a large scale. However, many-core platforms are designed for efficient cross-core data sharing rather
than isolation, which is a key requirement for logical partitions. Typically, logical partitions leverage hardware virtualization extensions that require complex CPU core enhancements. These extensions are not optimal for manycore platforms, where it is preferable to keep the cores as
simple as possible.
In this paper, we show that a simple address-space isolation mechanism, that can be implemented in the Networkon-Chip of the many-core processor, is sufficient to enable
logical partitions. We implement the proposed change for
the Intel Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC). We also design a cloud architecture that relies on a small and disengaged hypervisor for the security-enhanced Intel SCC. Our
prototype hypervisor is 3.4K LOC which is comparable to
the smallest hypervisors available today. Furthermore, virtual machines execute bare-metal avoiding runtime interaction with the hypervisor and virtualization overhead.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A logical partition is a subset of the physical system resources that can run an operating system independently of
the rest of the system [19]. Logical partitions are widely used
in high-assurance virtualized environments such as formallyverified separation kernels [13, 26] and commercial hypervisor deployments [1, 2, 19]. For example, IBM utilizes logical
partitions in its Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud [4].
Hypervisors that use logical partitions, provide dedicated
resources to the hosted operating systems and, therefore,
benefit from lightweight resource management and a small
Trusted Computing Base (TCB). Logical partitions also allow to reduce the runtime attack surface by minimizing the
interaction between the hypervisor and the hosted operating
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systems — a technique called hypervisor disengagement [39].
Other benefits of logical partitions include improved performance [15] and efficient nested virtualization [36].
A many-core processor consists of a large number of simple, energy-efficient cores integrated on a single processor
die. Due to their abundant resources, many-core platforms
may be used, in principle, for deploying systems that scale
up to hundreds, or even thousands [7], of logical partitions.
However, the available many-core systems [7, 21, 22, 41] are
designed for high-performance computing applications and
allow data sharing across cores. Consequently, such manycore architectures are not tailored to support efficient isolation which is a mandatory requirement for logical partitions.
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of enabling logical partitions on many-core processors, in order to integrate
the processors into IaaS clouds. Motivated by the scalability
benefits of simple cores, we discard the option of relying on
hardware virtualization extensions. We show that, without
virtualization extensions, logical partitions can be facilitated
by a simple address-space isolation mechanism, implemented
in the Network-on-Chip of the many-core processor. This
simple hardware enhancement does not affect the processor
core’s complexity and therefore supports many-core processor scalability.
We use the Intel SCC many-core architecture [22] as a
case study and demonstrate the feasibility of our solution
with an emulated software prototype. With the proposed
hardware changes in place, we design a simple, disengaged
hypervisor for many-core processors and integrate it into an
IaaS cloud. Our prototype hypervisor has an implementation size of only 3.4K LOC that is comparable to the smallest
hypervisors available today [46]. In contrast to solutions like
NoHype [39], our hypervisor does not rely on hardware virtualization extensions. Furthermore, similar to [15, 36], our
solution allows bare-metal execution of VMs, hence eliminating virtualization overhead.
This work demonstrates that many-core processors are an
attractive basis for implementing secure cloud computing
services. To summarize, we make the following contributions:
1. We show that on many-core platforms logical partitions can be implemented with a simple hardware enhancement, avoiding the need for hardware virtualization extensions. We use the Intel SCC architecture as a
case study and propose minor hardware enhancements
that enable secure partitions.
2. We design and implement a complete IaaS architecture that leverages the security-enhanced Intel SCC
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platform. The architecture includes a disengaged hypervisor with a TCB size comparable to the smallest
known hypervisors.
3. We evaluate the performance of our architecture and
demonstrate its suitability for practical cloud deployments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we provide background information on many-core architectures. Section 3 describes hypervisor design alternatives and
explains the goals of this work. Section 4 presents our security enhancements to the Intel SCC platform and an emulated implementation. In Section 5 we describe an IaaS
cloud architecture, its implementation and evaluation. In
Section 6 we discuss deployment properties. Section 7 reviews related work and we conclude in Section 8.

2.
2.1

BACKGROUND
Many-Core Architectures

A many-core platform consists of a large number of cores
(hundreds or even thousands [7]) integrated into a single
processor chip. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of
a many-core platform. Many-core processors are typically
organized as tiles that can access memory and peripherals
over an interconnect. A network interface connects the components on each tile to the Network-on-Chip (NoC). Each
tile contains a set of cores and, optionally, some local memory and a DMA engine. All system resources, including
peripherals, are accessible via memory-mapped I/O. If the
platform is designed to be a co-processor, it may optionally
incorporate a dedicated memory module (DRAM) and an
Ethernet card that is separate from the host platform. The
number of cores, their underlying instruction set (e.g., x86,
RISC), and the type of interconnect (e.g., ring, mesh) vary
across platforms.
Many-core platforms can be broadly classified by their
adherence to the symmetric or asymmetric multi-processor
specifications (SMP or AMP). SMP systems, such as Intel Xeon Phi [21], include hardware support that enables
all cores in the system to be controlled by a single operating
system. SMP systems achieve this by implementing features
like a centralized reset for cores, the ability to access the
entire system memory from any core, and cache-coherence.
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Figure 1: Many-core architecture overview. Most
many-core processors are organized in tiles that are connected to memory and peripherals over a Network-on-Chip.
Each tile has one or more cores, network interface and optionally some local memory and a DMA engine. Each processor could include a host interface if it is a co-processor.
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Figure 2: Intel SCC architecture overview. The processor has 24 tiles and each tile hosts two cores. Each tile
is connected to a mesh Network-on-Chip (NoC) via a network interfaces and a router. Cores access shared memory
(DRAM) on the processor and peripherals, via the NoC.
Asymmetric multi-core processors, such as Intel SCC [22],
are in contrast designed to execute multiple operating systems on the same platform.
While most current many-core platforms do not support
virtualization extensions, there are also examples of SMP architectures that provide such functionality partially. For example, the Tilera TILE-GX [41] processors include memory
virtualization support but lack CPU virtualization. Since
future many-core platforms are likely to scale to hundreds
or even thousands of cores, it is desirable to keep the cores
as simple as possible. Solutions where operating systems
run directly on the hardware, without explicit virtualization
mechanisms also have performance benefits [15, 36].
We, therefore, focus on the Intel SCC platform which is
an AMP architecture capable of running multiple operating
systems directly on its cores.

2.2

Intel SCC

Figure 2 shows an overview of the Intel SCC architecture.
Intel SCC is a co-processor that is connected to a host platform. The processor has 48 cores arranged in 24 tiles. Each
tile contains two Pentium P54C cores enhanced with an L2
cache and special instructions to use the local on-tile memory. Cores can be dynamically turned on and off depending
on current computing load. Each tile also has some local
memory that is shared between the cores called the Message
Passing Buffer (MPB) and an on-tile network interface that
connects the tile to a router. Each core is capable of running a separate operating system independent of the other
cores. No two cores on the system share any cache and the
platform does not implement cache-coherence.
The routers at each tile are connected to a mesh network
which allows cores to access off-tile memory (DRAM) and
I/O peripherals. Routers at the corners of the mesh network
are connected to memory controllers and each memory controller is connected to a DRAM memory element. Each core
uses the DRAM module attached to the memory controller
at the closest NoC corner.
All resources in the Intel SCC are memory-mapped and
can be configured through a set of Look-Up Tables (LUTs) in
the network interface of each tile. Each LUT entry translates
a range of physical addresses to system-wide addresses, as
shown in Figure 3. A system-wide address can point either
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Figure 3: Intel SCC address translation. On each core,
an MMU translates virtual addresses to physical addresses
and a look-up-table (LUT) translates physical addresses to
system-wide addresses.
to an on-tile or to an off-tile resource. Cores access external
DRAM memory, memory-mapped peripherals, and memory
on other tiles, using off-tile memory addresses. Using an
on-tile memory address, a core can access on-tile memory,
registers, and its own LUT.

3.
3.1

DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
Hypervisor Designs

The typical way to realize logical partitions is using a hypervisor that is a privileged software layer that manages the
execution of multiple operating systems on shared physical
resources. The hypervisor is responsible for the isolation of
the operating systems, and thus it is part of the system TCB.
A common approach to reduce the risk of TCB compromise
is to minimize the implementation size of the hypervisor and
its runtime attack surface. We call these properties small
footprint (P1) and reduced interaction (P2).
The hypervisor footprint is typically measured in terms
of the source lines of code (LOC). The smallest hypervisors available today leverage hardware virtualization extensions and have a footprint of around 4K LOC [46]. In contrast, hypervisors that implement all the virtualization and
management functionality in software, are typically above
100K LOC [40].
The runtime attack surface mainly depends on the interaction of the hypervisor with the untrusted components
in the system and in particular with the operating systems
running in the logical partitions. While a typical hypervisor interacts with the operating systems during their launch,
operation and shutdown, a disengaged hypervisor limits its
interaction with the OS to the time of the OS launch and
shutdown [39]. Such reduced interaction is beneficial for security, as the OS-hypervisor interfaces tend to contain bugs
and may allow hypervisor exploitation [31].
Below, we discuss different hypervisor designs and analyze
their ability to achieve properties P1 and P2. Hypervisors
can be broadly classified into three categories, as illustrated
in Figure 4.
Traditional hypervisor. A single hypervisor instance
manages all the cores in the platform and interacts with
the operating systems running in the logical partitions (Figure 4.a).

The footprint of the hypervisor depends on its virtualization technique and available hardware virtualization extensions. If virtualization and OS management are implemented in software (e.g., para-virtualization in Xen or binary translation in VMware), the hypervisor footprint is
typically above 100K LOC [40]. Hardware virtualization extensions enable hypervisors with smaller footprints [38, 46].
Typical virtualization extensions include cores with an additional de-privileged execution mode and hardware-assisted
second-level address translation. For example, Intel x86 processors provide a guest mode for execution of the OS and
Extended Page Tables (EPT) to translate second-level addresses in the memory management unit (MMU). On platforms with hardware virtualization extensions, the OS runs
in the de-privileged mode and manages its memory without
hypervisor involvement. These mechanisms simplify hypervisor functionality and hence reduce its size.
Despite the small footprint (P1), traditional hypervisors
require frequent interaction with the hosted operating systems and do not provide reduced interaction (P2). For example, since each core is shared between the OS and the hypervisor, each external I/O interrupt causes a context switch
from the OS to the hypervisor.
Distributed hypervisor. In a distributed design [10,
32], a separate hypervisor instance manages each core or a
subset of the available cores (Figure 4.b). Similar to traditional hypervisors, the footprint of a distributed hypervisor
depends on the available virtualization support in the processor. Since cores are shared between the hypervisor and
the hosted operating systems, reduced hypervisor-OS interaction is not possible. Therefore, distributed hypervisors
can provide property P1 but not property P2.
Centralized hypervisor. A centralized hypervisor [15,
36, 39] runs on a dedicated core and manages operating systems that are executed on the other cores of the platform
(Figure 4.c). Current centralized hypervisors leverage virtualization extensions. A centralized design can limit the
runtime interaction with the hosted operating systems for
improved security [39] and performance [15, 36]. For example, to launch an OS, NoHype [39] starts a small setup
utility in the privileged execution mode on the target core.
The setup utility configures the memory mappings for the
hardware-assisted second-level address translation. Then,
the hypervisor starts the OS execution in the de-privileged
guest mode. A centralized hypervisor can provide both
properties P1 and P2. This approach can also improve performance, as the hosted operating systems run directly on
the hardware without runtime virtualization overhead.

3.2

Goal: Logical Partitions with Simple Cores

Our analysis shows that only a centralized hypervisor design can provide small footprint (P1) and reduced interaction (P2). Our goal in this paper is to realize logical partitions with both security properties on many-core platforms.
The known techniques to implement small and disengaged
hypervisors require hardware virtualization extensions (e.g.,
NoHype [39]). The majority of current many-core platforms
do not provide virtualization support and adding such extensions to the cores has scalability disadvantages. Furthermore, virtualization itself increases the runtime overhead of
VMs [15, 36]. For these reasons, we focus on alternatives
that enable logical partitions on many-core platforms without requiring processor virtualization.
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Figure 4: Hypervisor design alternatives. A hypervisor can be organized as (a) a single instance that manages all cores,
(b) a distributed kernel that treats the underlying platform as a distributed system, or (c) a centralized kernel that allows
each OS to execute directly on the hardware.
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Figure 5: Security-enhanced Intel SCC. We propose two security enhancements. First, a LUT protection mechanism that
restricts access to LUTs to a single core. The master core can configure all LUTs on the platform through the Network-on-Chip
(NoC). Second, we add a boot interface to enable the SCC to operate as a stand-alone processor.

4.

LOGICAL PARTITIONS IN
MANY-CORE PROCESSORS

Hardware virtualization extensions were designed for systems where each core is shared between the hypervisor and
an operating system. Processors with virtualization extensions provide a de-privileged execution mode for the operating systems and at least two levels of address translation.
Similar techniques are not required to implement logical partitions using a centralized hypervisor on many-core systems,
because the hypervisor and the operating systems can run
on separate cores. In logical partitioning schemes that use a
centralized hypervisor, all the cores use only one of the two
privilege modes (hypervisor/OS), and therefore do not need
to support both.
We observe that if the hypervisor and the operating systems run on different cores, a small and disengaged hypervisor can be realized when the underlying processor incorporates mechanisms that confine each core (and hence the
OS running on top) to its own set of resources. Since all resources in many-core processors are memory-mapped, this
essentially reduces to restricting access of each core to a set
of system addresses. We refer to this mechanism as addressspace isolation.
On many-core systems, address-space isolation can be realized without introducing additional functionality into the
processor cores. For example, the Network-on-Chip (NoC)
that connects the cores to the system main memory can be
enhanced to enforce address-space isolation. NoC-based access control techniques have been studied in the context of
embedded systems to isolate applications (e.g., [17, 34]).
We use the Intel SCC architecture as a case study and
show that address-space isolation can be realized with very

simple enhancements to the processor NoC. We chose the Intel SCC because it has simple cores that are capable of running OS instances independently and its memory addressing scheme provides a good basis for implementing addressspace isolation.

4.1

Security-enhanced Intel SCC

To support address-space isolation, and thus secure logical
partitions, we propose the following two, simple changes to
the Intel SCC architecture:
• LUT protection. The first enhancement is a LUT
protection mechanism that allows modifications of all
LUTs only from a single master core. In practice, this
can be implemented by restricting access to LUTs from
all but one core, as illustrated in Figure 5. The master
core can configure all LUTs in the platform over the
NoC. At runtime, the (read-only) LUT configuration
at each core enforces address-space isolation for the operating system running on top of it. This modification
allows to enforce access control not only to memory,
but also to peripherals and to other cores.
• Stand-alone boot. The second enhancement is a
bootable ROM module (boot interface) that allows
the Intel SCC to be used as a stand-alone processor.
This modification obviates the need for a host platform and hence the need to include the host OS in the
system TCB. The proposed modification is inline with
the recent trend of stand-alone many-core processors,
instead of their use as co-processors [20].
The required hardware modifications are small and do not
affect the scalability of the platform. In fact, the modifica-
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Figure 6: SCC enhancement emulation. We use a customized Fiasco microkernel running on each core of the SCC
platform to emulate the LUT protection features.
tions we propose do not increase the complexity of the Intel
SCC cores at all.
In the Intel SCC architecture, each tile contains two cores
that must share an on-tile memory region (for registers)
due to the granularity of the addressing mechanism and the
available on-tile memory. Consequently, our simple hardware modification supports logical partitions at the granularity of a tile (two cores). To enable per-core partitions,
the Intel SCC architecture should be enhanced to completely
separate the address space of the two cores on each tile. In
this paper, we focus on demonstrating the concept of NoCbased address-space isolation and realize per-tile partitions.

4.2

Emulated Implementation

We provide an implementation where we emulate the proposed hardware enhancements. The purpose of this implementation is to demonstrate that we can provide addressspace isolation on the Intel SCC platform simply by controlling the access of the cores to their LUTs.
Our setup consists of an Intel Xeon server that connects
to the Intel SCC co-processor via a PCI Express (PCIe)
interface. The host runs Ubuntu 10.10 and includes a driver
for the Intel SCC. The driver is used to enable user-space
access to individual cores (e.g., to reset them) and to the
DRAM on the Intel SCC to load applications from the host.
To emulate the boot functionality, we use the host to load
code on the master core (core 0) of Intel SCC and start it. To
realize the LUT protection, our prototype uses a Fiasco microkernel [33]. Figure 6 shows the components in the kernel
implementation. A Bootstrapper module starts the Fiasco
microkernel when a core is powered on. We modified the
Rootpager module to enforce that the OS running on top of
the microkernel cannot modify LUTs, as the Rootpager mediates all address space requests in the Fiasco architecture.
To demonstrate address-space isolation, we run L4Linux
[42] (a Linux flavor compatible with Fiasco) on top of the
enhanced microkernel. On cores other than the master core,
the L4Linux instances were not able to access system resources (memory, cores, I/O devices) other than the ones
allocated for them, and importantly they were not able to
change their own LUT configuration.

5.

MANY-CORE CLOUD

In this section, we describe a complete IaaS architecture
that leverages the security-enhanced Intel SCC platform.
Figure 7 illustrates the main components of a typical IaaS
cloud infrastructure. Customers log in via a management
service which also allows them to start, stop, or delete their
virtual machines. Each VM runs an independent operating
system. A storage service provides persistent storage for
customer VMs and their data. A VM is assigned to, and
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Figure 7: IaaS cloud infrastructure. A typical IaaS infrastructure consists of three main components: a computing node, a management service and a storage service. Our
computing node is a security-enhanced Intel SCC, connected
to a cryptographic module and hardware-virtualized peripherals. We consider the parts shown in gray untrusted.
runs on, one of many computing nodes. A hypervisor on the
computing node manages VMs and ensures isolation.
The computing node has access to an hardware cryptographic module that securely stores the private key of an
asymmetric key pair. The corresponding public key is certified by the cloud provider or by a trusted authority. The
cryptographic module decrypts VM images encrypted under
its public key, before the VM is loaded on a core of the computing node. The decryption interface is available to the hypervisor of the computing node and it is disconnected from
the other cloud components (e.g., the management and the
storage services). Hardware cryptographic modules, such as
IBM cryptographic co-processors [8], are commonly used in
cloud platforms.
In our architecture, the computing node is based on the
security-enhanced Intel SCC platform and equipped with
hardware-virtualized peripherals. For example, a network
card with the Intel SR-IOV technology [23] can be configured
to create multiple virtual functions. Each VM is allocated a
separate virtual function to access the network and storage
on a networked file-system. The many-core processor also
has a chipset (e.g., one supporting the Intel VT-d extensions [24]) that can be used to re-route interrupts from the
hardware-virtualized network card to the associated cores
on the many-core processor.

5.1

Security Goals

We consider two types of threats. In cross-VM attacks
a malicious VM tries to access the data of a victim VM
running on the same platform. In cloud platform attacks,
compromised components of the cloud architecture (e.g., the
management service or the storage service) try to access the
data of the victim VM. Our goal is to design a cloud architecture that withstands both types of attacks. In Figure 7, we
highlight the cloud components that we consider untrusted.
We exclude hardware attacks and consider the underlying hardware trustworthy. Similarly, we exclude denial-ofservice attacks because the solutions to them are complementary to our work (see Section 6 for further discussion).
Side-channel attacks are discussed in Section 5.3.
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Figure 8: Cloud architecture and operation. The boot interface starts the hypervisor on master core. The hypervisor
starts the CNI service which fetches VM images from the storage service. The hypervisor sets up new partitions, uses a
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5.2

Architecture and Operation

Figure 8 depicts a cloud architecture based on the securityenhanced Intel SCC and its operations.
The hypervisor boots on the master core at power on (Step
1) and resets the LUTs of all cores. To reduce the TCB size
we follow a technique known as hypervisor factorization [18,
43] and run non-critical services of the computing node in
separate partitions. For example, after boot, the hypervisor
starts a Compute Node Interface (CNI) service in a separate
logical partition (Step 2). This service fetches VMs over the
network to run them on the computing node but is not part
of the TCB as it may include complex networking libraries.
The hypervisor may also start other services, such as those
for resource accounting, in their own partitions.
Customers encrypt their VM images under the public key
of the cryptographic module and upload them to the cloud.
Customers may also inject keys into their encrypted VM
images to enable authentication upon login (e.g., via SSH).
When the VM is scheduled for execution, the CNI service fetches the encrypted VM from the storage service and
loads it to memory (Step 3). The hypervisor picks a free
core and configures its LUT to enable access to an exclusive memory region and instances of virtualized peripherals
(e.g., a virtual network card). The hypervisor copies the
encrypted VM image to a memory region shared exclusively
with the cryptographic module. The cryptographic module
decrypts the VM image using the private key and the hypervisor loads it into the memory region that was allocated for
the new partition. Finally, the hypervisor resets that core
to start the VM’s execution (Step 4).
At VM shutdown, the hypervisor clears the memory assigned to that VM, so that it can be securely re-allocated
to other VMs, and resets the LUT of the freed core. If a
VM must save sensitive data, it can encrypt the data under
its own key before shutting down. The ciphertext is stored
on the networked file-system and will be available upon the
next execution of the VM.
Memory and I/O management. In the Intel SCC,
each LUT entry corresponds to an address space region of
16 MB. Therefore, the hypervisor allocates DRAM memory
in chunks of 16 MB. The chunks assigned to each VM need
not be contiguous and memory chunks assigned to a VM can
be easily re-assigned to other VMs by simply configuring the
LUTs accordingly.

The LUT mechanism is also used to manage virtualized
I/O devices. Such virtualized devices usually expose a set of
virtual instances (e.g., [16]). Each virtual instance usually
consists of a set of memory-mapped registers that can be
exposed to individual VMs by configuring their LUTs appropriately. The interrupt management features available
on modern chipsets can then be used to route interrupts
from the I/O device to individual cores.

5.3

Security Analysis

The TCB of our architecture consists only of the hypervisor and the underlying hardware.
To protect against cross-VM attacks, the hypervisor confines each VM to its allocated resources. In particular, the
hypervisor configures the LUTs so that a VM cannot access
a DRAM memory region, a virtual peripheral instance, or
on-tile memory of another partition. Furthermore, the hypervisor clears the contents of memory regions before their
re-allocation. Only the hypervisor, running on the master
core, can modify the configuration of the address-space isolation mechanism.
To protect against cloud platform attacks, VM images at
rest are encrypted under the public key of the cryptographic
module. Address-space isolation ensures that the hypervisor is the only component on the computing node that can
access the cryptographic module through shared memory.
An adversary that manages to compromise the CNI service or the storage service can only access encrypted VM images. If the adversary compromises the management service,
he may impersonate a customer and, for example, substitute
the customer’s VM with one of his choice. Both attacks result in a denial-of-service and are out of our scope. Even if
a user’s credentials to log into the management service are
leaked, the adversary cannot access any of the VMs belonging to that user, as long as those VMs require the user’s
private key for authentication.
Side-channels are a relevant attack vector in any system
where multiple VMs run on the same platform. Side-channel
attacks that extract fine-grained information, such as a cryptographic key, from a victim VM using shared cache [44, 45]
and memory deduplication [25] have been demonstrated.
These attacks are not applicable in our architecture, as partitions share no cache and our hypervisor does not implement
deduplication. More coarse-grained attacks that leak VM
co-residency based on IP addresses [35] are applicable also in
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our platform. Communication latency over the shared NoC
is a potential new side-channel. Common countermeasures,
such as those adding noise to VM timing information [27] or
modifying VMs to inject noise on the usage patterns of the
NoC [47], can be deployed to protect against such attacks.

5.4

Implementation

Our implementation setup assumes that the security enhancements described in Section 4.1 are available on the Intel SCC platform (i.e., we do not run the cloud architecture
implementation on top of the emulated hardware changes).
Figure 9 illustrates the components of our implementation. The hypervisor is a single threaded bare-metal application based on the BareMichael framework [48]. This
framework provides a simple operating system compatible
with the individual cores of the Intel SCC. The hypervisor
runs on core 0, the first core on the first tile. We load the
hypervisor to the Intel SCC platform via the PCIe interface
of the host. The hypervisor image also contains the code
for the CNI service that, in our implementation, is an entire
Linux OS (thanks to hypervisor factorization, the CNI service is not part of the TCB). At boot time the hypervisor
sets up a logical partition for the CNI service. In particular,
the hypervisor picks a free core (core 2) and allocates memory and network resources by configuring that core’s LUT.
Then, the hypervisor loads the CNI service image into the
allocated memory and resets the core to start its execution.
After starting the CNI service, the hypervisor polls the
MPB of the CNI core to check for VM launch requests. We
implemented a small communication library for hypervisor–
CNI interaction. This library differs from the standard Intel
SCC communication model (and implementation) that assumes all cores can access each other’s MPB which is not
the case in our architecture. Instead, our library restricts
the CNI service to accessing its own MPB for communicating with the hypervisor. This library uses the on-tile MPBs
for data exchange and a shared lock for synchronization.
By maintaining separate read and write buffers, the library
enables full duplex communication.
The CNI service issues requests for allocating new cores,
loading VM images, and starting VMs. The CNI service
has access to a network-based file-system to fetch encrypted
VM images. The hypervisor tracks the free cores and uses an
example resource allocation policy that assigns to each core
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Figure 11: Distance of cores. We use cores 2, 10, 36 and
46 for our measurements. Core 2 is connected to the same
memory controller as master core, while cores 10, 36 and 46
use different memory controllers.
a fixed-size memory region on its closest memory controller.
The lightweight enhancements we propose to the SCC
platform enable logical partitions at the granularity of tiles
(two cores). In our implementation we run a VM on the
first core of the partition, while the second core is idle. In
Section 6 we discuss operating systems that use multiple
cores. Our implementation lacks a hardware cryptographic
module and we implement all cryptographic operations using the PolarSSL library [6].

5.5

Evaluation

Hypervisor complexity. The BareMichael framework
used as a basis for our hypervisor is 2557 LOC. We enhance
it with LUT configuration, VM loading, and core reset functionality. We also implement a new communication library
and CNI-interface. Table 1 shows the implementation size
for each of these components. Our hypervisor is roughly
3.4K LOC in total, which is comparable to the smallest hypervisors available today [46].
Performance. We evaluate the time to setup the CNI
service and the time to start a VM.
The time required to load the CNI service depends, naturally, on its size. We use a Linux OS that is roughly 32MB.
The CNI setup time also depends on the location of the
target core and its memory controller with respect to the
master core (Figure 10). We set the master core to be core
0 and measure the CNI setup time for target cores 2, 10,
36 and 46 (as shown in Figure 11). Cores 10, 36 and 46
are the farthest from core 0 and also use different memory
controllers.
Figure 10 shows the results of our CNI setup experiments.
Each data point is an average over 100 measurements and
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Figure 10: CNI service launch time. Starting a CNI service on a core involves three main steps: LUT setup, image loading,
and clearing the MPBs. The time required for each of these operations depends on the distance from the master core to the
target core. Here we evaluate launch time to cores 2, 10, 36 and 46. We use a CNI service of 32MB and the overall startup
time is between 1.7 s and 2.3 s

variances are negligible. It takes between 1.7 s and 2.3 s to
setup the CNI service, depending on the distance between
the master core and the target core. The CNI setup time is
dominated by the time to load its image (Figure 10.b). We
run the hypervisor on core 0 and we anticipate that running
the hypervisor on a core in the center of the interconnect
yields faster results.
Compared to the CNI setup time, starting a VM requires
additional time. This overhead is due to the time required
to decrypt the VM image and for the hypervisor and the
CNI service to coordinate the launch of the VM.
As a VM image, we use an encrypted version of a Linux
OS of 32MB. We load it from core 0 to core 46, the farthest
core, which gives an upper limit of the loading time. Over
100 runs, it takes on average 43.47 s (± 5 ms) from the time
when the CNI service requests to start a VM, to the time
the hypervisor resets the target core of the VM. Most of the
time is spent decrypting the VM image: 41.6 s (±4.6 ms).
Since we emulate the cryptographic module, the decryption
measurements are not representative of a real deployment
scenario. On a hardware cryptographic module, similar operations would take less than a second [8] and the expected
load time would be roughly three seconds.
Compared to the typical lifetime of a VM, we argue that
even the overhead of our current implementation (with software decryption) is acceptable.

6.

DISCUSSION

Partitions with multiple cores. Our design can accommodate logical partitions that encompass any number
of cores, at the granularity of two cores. Running an OS on
more than one core requires (i) that all the cores assigned
to a partition have access to all the resources allocated to
that partition, and (ii) an operating system that can run on
multiple cores of an asymmetric processor. In the securityenhanced Intel SCC processor, the hypervisor can achieve
the former by simply configuring the LUTs of all the cores
within a partition to point to the same set of addresses. To
realize the latter, one could use a distributed OS kernel like
Barrelfish [10] or Helios [32].
Partitions for user code. We demonstrated how our
security-enhanced Intel SCC processor can be used to run
multiple operating systems in isolation in an IaaS cloud.
However, current operating systems have grown complex

and are prone to vulnerabilities [3, 5]. As a result, there
is a need to create Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs)
for running sensitive user code in isolation from a potentially untrusted operating system. In a cloud deployment, it
is beneficial to create multiple such environments that scale
with the number of VMs.
Many-core platforms are also available as co-processors, so
they naturally provide an alternative execution environment
to the host that runs the VMs. Furthermore, by carefully
partitioning and adding cryptographic support to such coprocessors, one could implement concurrent TEEs similar to
Intel SGX [30]. The design of an architecture for isolating
user-level code is beyond the scope of this work.
Processor vs. I/O virtualization. Our cloud architecture relies on I/O virtualization for enabling access to
peripherals from VMs. The currently available virtualized
peripherals replicate only the necessary subset of their functionality, and thus provide good scalability [16]. For example, the Intel Ethernet Controller XL710 supports up to 128
virtual instances. The goal of our work is to investigate
similar resource minimization on the many-core processors.
As we separate the functionality required for the hypervisor (master core) from those required for the VMs (other
cores), the cores do not require additional execution mode
or address translation. This is in contrast to current processor virtualization techniques, where both the hypervisor and
the VMs run on every core. While a fully functional cloud
architecture continues to require virtualization support on
its peripherals, our approach enables simplification of the
cores and thus improves overall system scalability.
Availability of user data. In this paper we focus on
protecting the integrity and confidentiality of the user’s VM.
Ensuring availability is also an important factor in cloud deployments. In our architecture, providing data availability
requires mechanisms such as data replication. Such mechanisms do not affect our architecture and can be seen as
complementary to our work.
Resource utilization. While cloud architectures that
leverage over-subscription can provide better efficiency, they
rely on resource sharing that can lead to cross-VM attacks [44,
45]. The focus of this work is on cloud architectures where,
thanks to assignment of dedicated resources and simplified
resource management, several similar attacks are not possible and the system TCB size can be significantly reduced.

Future many-core platforms. Many-core processors
are an emerging technology and there is uncertainty regarding optimal design choices for hardware and software on such
platforms. A major issue for disagreement is the efficiency of
synchronizing shared data structures across a large number
of cores in hardware and software. For example, it is unclear
if cache coherence would benefit or hurt the performance
of processors with a very large number of cores [28, 29].
Therefore, it is hard to predict how future processors will
be designed and how efficiently our solution can be ported
on them. However, the main ideas underlying our design
(NoC-based address space isolation and factoring of hypervisors into critical and non-critical services) are generic and
likely applicable also to future many-core systems.

7.

RELATED WORK

Centralized Hypervisors. Previous work on the design
and implementation of centralized hypervisors such as NoHype [39], OSV [15] and MultiHype [36] are closely related
to the solution that we present in this paper. NoHype relies
on CPU and memory virtualization extensions and is based
on the Xen hypervisor (above 100K LOC). OSV (8K LOC)
uses a centralized hypervisor design to enable bare-metal execution of VMs, rather than isolation. It also relies on virtualization extensions during VM boot up and simply assumes
that VMs do not misbehave at runtime. Finally, MultiHype
relies on memory controller enhancements to realize logical partitions based on a centralized hypervisor design, but
MultiHype is not disengaged (e.g., it manages I/O devices
even if they are virtualization-capable) and its complexity
is not publicly available. Unlike all these above proposals,
our solution leverages simpler hardware support on an AMP
processor (Intel SCC) to realize a small (3.4K LOC) and
completely disengaged hypervisor.
Traditional Hypervisors. Traditional hypervisors for
x86-systems leverage hardware virtualization extensions to
achieve a small TCB. Examples include NOVA (20K LOC)
[38] that uses a micro-kernel design to reduce the amount
of privileged code and HypeBIOS (4K LOC) [46] that eliminates redundant code for the same purpose. Furthermore,
formally verified kernels such as Muen [13] (complexity not
publicly available) and seL4 [26] (8.7K LOC) as well as
security-certified commercial hypervisors (e.g., Integrity Multivisor [2]) that rely on similar hardware virtualization extensions also exist. IBM and Hitachi today incorporate similar hypervisors into the firmware of their servers to achieve
logical partitions [1, 19]. All of the above solutions are designed for SMP processors and it is unclear if similar designs
would scale for use in future many-core systems.
Distributed Hypervisors. Similar to the architecture
of future many-core processors, uncertainties exist regarding
whether current hypervisor and more generally OS designs
would scale for future processors. On the one hand, there
is evidence that by changing existing operating systems, it
is possible to enable their use on large-scale processors [12].
On the other hand, there is a trend towards pursuing alternate hypervisor and OS designs to achieve the same goal.
This includes designing operating systems and hypervisors
as distributed kernels whose components run on all or a subset of the cores [10, 32] and re-structuring them as services
on separate cores that allow interaction via message passing
rather than through traditional traps or exceptions that are
handled on the same core [9,11]. An alternative approach for

asymmetric processors is to run a set of distributed kernels
that can provide shared virtual memory, i.e., a consistent
view of memory across all cores like an SMP system [14,37].
All these distributed solutions aim to optimize the efficiency of the operating systems or the hypervisors, but not
to achieve simplicity or disengagement. In fact, it is not
possible to realize disengagement in a distributed solution,
as discussed in Section 2.

8.

CONCLUSION

We explored the problem of realizing logical partitions
using small and disengaged hypervisors on many-core platforms. In contrast to current disengaged hypervisors that
need full-fledged hardware virtualization extensions, our solution relies on a simple address-space isolation mechanism.
We demonstrated this through a case study on the Intel SCC
and showed that with lightweight modifications, it is possible realize logical partitions on many-core processors. We
also designed and implemented a cloud architecture based
on the security-enhanced Intel SCC. In this architecture, the
hypervisor is completely disengaged, i.e., it is involved only
in the startup and shutdown of VMs and the VMs run directly on the hardware without any virtualization overhead.
The size of our prototype hypervisor is 3.4K LOC which is
comparable to the smallest hypervisors known today.
Previously, many-core systems have been primarily used
for parallel computing where efficient data sharing is needed.
This work demonstrates that many-core processors can also
be used in IaaS cloud deployments where secure isolation is
a mandatory requirement.
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